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AD TRACT
The four studies in this report consider the

attribution of ability in the relationship of tutor to tutee among
elemen*ary level students. Tn each of the studies, the tutee
displayed, or was represented an displaying, one of four learning
sequences! success-success, failure-failure, failure-success, or
success-failure. The results of the first study showed that the tutor
attributed ability to the tutee in relation to the tutee's
performance on the first part of a two-part lesson. The results of
*he second and third study, which were designed to eliminate the
primacy effect, were similar to the results of v.he first. /1 the
fourth study, tutors viewed a graphical representation of the tutee's
performance on the first part of a concept formation learning task.
In contrast to the typical finding of a strong primacy effect, the
results of the fourth study showed a strong recency effect: the
students' performance on the second half of the learning task was the
major determinant of attribution of ability. Each report describes
the methods, procedures, and results of the study in detail. (HMD)
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Statement of Focus

Individually Guided Educatiol (IGE) is a new comprehensive system of
elementary education. The following components of the IGE system are in
varying stages of development and implementation: a new organization for
instruction and related administrative arrangements; a model of instructional
programing for the individual student; and curriculum components in prereading,
reading, mathematics, motivation, and environmental education. The develop-
ment of other curriculum components, of a system for malaging instruction by
computer, and of instructional strategies is needed to complete the system.
Continuing programmatic research is required to provide a sound knowledge
base for the components under development and for improved second generation
components. Finally, systematic implementation is essential so that the prod-
ucts will function properly in the IGE schools.

The Center plans and carries out the research, development, and imple-
mentation components of its IGE program in this sequence: (1) identify the
needs and delimit the component problem area; (2) assess the possible con-
straintsfinancial resources and availability of staff; (3) formulate general
plans and specific procedures for solving the problems; (4) secure and allo-
cate human and material resources to carry out the plans; (5) provide for
effective communication among personnel and efficient management of activi-
ties and resources; and (6) evaluate the effectiveness of each activity and
its contribution to the total program and correct any difficulties through feed-
back mechanisms and appropriate management techniques.

A self-renewing system of elementary education is projected in each
participating elementary school, i.e., one which is less dependent on external
sources for direction and is more responsive to the needs of the children attend-
ing each particular school. In the IGE schools, Center-developed and other
curriculum products compatible with the Center's instructional programing model
will lead to higher student achievement and self-direction in learning and in
conduct and also to higher morale and job satisfaction among educational per-
sonnel. Each developmental product makes its unique contribution to IGE as
it is implemented in the schools. The various research components add to the
knowledge of Center practitioners, developers, and theorists.
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Study 1
Tutor Attribution and Attitude as
a Function of Tutee Performance'

Among the many innovations suggested
for improving education in the public schools,
there is one technique currently enjoying con-
siderable popularity across the countrythe
use of older children to teach younger children
(Gartner, Kohler & Riessman, 1971). It has
been observed by teachers, and corroborated
by research, that children who teach other
children (tutors) appear to gain as mach from
the tutoring program as children beir.q taught
(tutees), both in terms of cognitive learning
and in social-personal consequences such
as increased self-esteem and motivation
(C.-lc-sward, 1967; Lippitt & Lohman, 1965). In
spite of the widespread existence of in-school
programs utilizing children to tutor other chil-
dren, only a small amount of empirical data
is available. Unfortunately, existing research
in this area suffers from being quite atheoreti-
cal and nonanalytical in its approach. As a
result, we nave little understanding of the
basic psychological processes that mediate
the positive consequences of tutoring for the
tutee and the tutor.

The present experiment explores some
deteiTni:lants of the effect of tutoring on the
tutor. %lore specifically, the experiment
deals with the effect of the tutee's perform-
ance on the tutor's attitudes and attributions
toward the tutee and toward his own perform-
ance as a tutor. We are concerned in pFr-
ticui-ir with how the t..tee's pattern of suc-
cess and failure on the learning task influ-
ence; the attit._.des Ard attributions made by
the :..tor I; the t..:tee and about the ex-
perience teichtri7.

cf this study were presented at
the cor.venti-;n of the Ar...erican

1972.

Both reinforcement theory and role theory
suggest that the degree of student success
over a period of time will affect the tutor's
perception of the student's ability and his
liking for the student. Thus, a student who
does consistently well should be perceived
as more intelligent and likeable than one who
does consistently poorly. Likewise, a tutor
should like the teaching experience more when
his student does consistently well than when
he does consistently poorly. These predic-
ti ns are straightforward and not surprising.

Role theory suggests further, however,
that the order, or sequence, of a tutee's suc-
cess or failure over a period of time is a
critical determinant of the tutor's perceptions.
The impact of tutoring on the tutor should be
affected by his perceived success in enacting
the teacher role (i.e., by his success in
actually helping his tutee) in much the same
way that changes in self in a direction con-
sistent with role expectations are produced
by successful enactment of any social role
(Sarbin & Allen, 1968).

In the tutoring situation, it is congruent
with the role of teacher for a student to do
poorly on a task initially but later to show
improvement in his performance; that is, the
teacher's efforts are supposed to help the
student improve his learning. Thus, the tutor
should perceive his enactment of the role of
teacher as appropriate and effective, if the
student shows an improvement in performance
over time. In the converse of this pattern of
performance, namely, the student initially
doing well but then deteriorating in perform-
ance over time, the tutor should perceive his
enactment of the role of teacher as ineffective
and inappropriate. Therefore, with an equiv-
alent amount of objectively successful learn-
ing, the direction of change in the tutee's

1



perecrmance should deterinine the tutor's Sat4S-
facitiOn With hiS role onaCtlhont.

In the present study, the tutor's attitudes
toward the tutee and attributions of ability
about the tutee were investigated as a func-
twn of the pattern of the tutee's performance.
The pattern, or sequence, of performance of a
learner in the tutor-tutee learning situation
was varied according to degree of congruence
of the learning to expectations of the teacher
role. Over a one-session teaching period the
tutee's performance varied according to one
of four patterns: success throughout the ses-
sion, failure throughout, success in the first
half and failure in the second half, or failure
in the first half and success in the second
half. For conditions of changing performance
by the tutee (success-failure, failure-success)
the absolute level of performance was iden-
tical; only the sequence of the success and
failure differed across the two conditions. It
was thought that in the learninci situation
most closely approximatin, expectations of
the teacher role, the teacher should respond
more positively about his own performance
and also express more positive attitudes and
attributions about the learner.

Method

Eighty-one sixth-grade children (39 males
and 42 females) from local public schools
served as tutors. Subjects were recruited
from a randomly selected sample of public
school children. A letter was sent offering
them $2,00 for participating in the experiment.
Two males were omitted from the data anal
ysis for not following instructions regarding
the method of teaching, leaving a total of 79
s.:bjects.

The experimental manipulations required
that each tutor experience a specified se-
quence of success and failure responses from
his tutee. Therefore, the tutees were not
actua:ly naive younger children but confed-
erattis of the experimenter trained to answer
each tutor in a standard manner according to
exper.mental condition. Two younger third-
grde children, one ::0y and one girl, were
used thro_:gho...t the experiment to play the
role :.f

The experiment was divided into two ses-
sions occurring one week apart, Subjects
(tutors) were given instructions on the con-
cept-formation task at the first session and
taught the concept to a younger child of the
same sex at the second session.

At the first session subjects were taught
the concept of trapezoid as a group in a ses-
sion lasting approximately 45 minutes. Ex-
perienced elementary school teachers taught
the concept. Subjects received instructions
on three simple rules for identifying an in-
stance of a trapezoid: (1) trapezoids have
only four sides; (2) two opposite sides are
parallel, which means that they never meet
if they are made longer; and (3) two opposite
sides are not parallel, which means that they
do meet if they are made longer. At the end
of the first session the "Trapezoid Concept
Attainment Test" (Cicirelli, 1971) was ad-
ministered to the subjects to ensure that they
understood the conci pt of trapezoid. The
test was composed of 30 geomet'ic figures-
15 examples and 15 nonexamplts of trapezoids
randomly interspersed across the series. Sub-
jects were required to state whether or not
each figure was a trapezoid. Each subject's
score was determined by the number of posi-
tive and nega,ive instances he identified
correctly.

Approximately one week after the first
session subjects returned individually for a
second 45-minute session to teach the con-
cept of trapezoid to a same-sex confederate
serving as the tutee. Subjects were given
specially prepared booklets entitled "Trape-
zoids," which they used in teaching the tutee.
On the first page of the booklet were the three
rules for trapezoids, and on the following page
were three examples of a trapezoid. The re-
mainder of the booklet contained a trapezoid
test composed of 24 geometric figures taken
from the "Trapezoid Concept Attainment Test."
Twelve of the figures were examples of a
trapezoid and 12 were nonexamples. The
tutor's booklet, subtitled, "Teacher's Answer
Book," had the answers to the 24 test ques-
tions.

Before meeting with his tutee, each sub-
ject was given explicit instructions on how
to teach the trapezoid concept. Tutors were
told to explain the three rules of trapezoid
identification and then to explain why the
three examples were trapezoids. Subjects
were given the following instructions con-
cerning the trapezoid test:



For earl 'page, read the number
and the "IS this a trapezoid?'
Tell your student if he is right or wrong.
If your student is wrong, tell him the
right answer and why he was wrong.
When you have done 12 of the ques-
tions, go over the three rules foe trapeo.
zolds at the beginning of the book
again and show him the examples.
Then begin the test at Question 13.

Thus. the tutors were told to review the rules
for trapezoid identification midway in the test
and then to complete the other 12 items of the
test with their tutee. Tutors were told further
that the test was to be given orally and were
asked to ensure that the tutee could not see
the answers in the "Teacher's Answer Book."

3ub(ects were then introduced to the
tutee (confederate) for the actual teaching
session. he tutor and tutee were left alone
in 3 small room and told that the experimenter
would wait outside until the teaching session
was completed.

Experimental Manipulations

A 2 x 2 x 2 factorial analysis of variance
design was used. The three factors were
tutee's first-half answers (success or failure),
tutee's seccnd-'half answers (success or fail-
ure), and sex of subject. Subjects were as-
signed randomly to one of the following four
conditions in which the number and sequence
of correct answers that the confederate gave
on the concept-formation task were experi-
mentally manipulated:

t. 71-'11 Ut SS -Sql(1SS. In this condition,
the confederate performed well on
:soth the first and second halves of
the 24-stern test. To provide verisi-
militude, the confederate answered
incorrectly on six trials (25%) dis-
trii.-:uted evenly across the test. The
remlining 18 items (7 75(ro) were an-
swered correctly.

2. Fa -"ta ill( 7.1 The confederate
-: we the wrong answer on 75'r0 of the
tri3ls :n th :s condition, answering

on'y six times. This con-
diti.,;n Is the converse of the success-
s ..cress condition: the confederate

vie correct answers only on those
answered erroneously in the

s.:ocess-s_.ccess condition. Cu the
1- remalning d.,.:est:ons, the confed-
-3r 1:ci e:ther gave the wrong answer

sl:d didn't knew the answer.

Failuee-mores$. In. this condition;
the confederate did poorly during the
first half of the test but then an»
swered correctly during the second
half. The tutee's responses were
the same as answers in the first half
of the failure- failure condition and
the second half of the success-
sucass condition,

4, SlieePt+s-ftli114)T, This condition is
the c-nverse of the failure-success
condition. The confederate did well
on the 12 trials in the first half of
the test and poorly on the 12 trials
in the second half. The tutee's be-
havior was the same as in the first
half of the success-success condi-
tion and the second half of the failure-
failure condition.

To aid the confederate in giving the re-
quired sequence of answers, the "Trapezoids"
booklet he was given was specially prepared
for the experimental condition. The tutee's
predetermined answer for each trial was in-
dicated to him by a light mark on his booklet.

Dependent Measures and
Method of Analysis

Upon conclusion of the teaching session,
the experimenter, who was not aware of the
tutor's experimental condition, gave the tutor
a questionnaire. The questionnaire was de-
signed to ascertain the tutor's responses in
the following areas: (i) perception of ability
and success of the tutee, (2) attitude toward
the tutee and toward the teaching session,
(3) estimate of his own ability and success
as a teacher, (4) attributions of locus of
causality for tutee's performance, and (5) gen-
eral attitudes toward teaching. A sample item
was used to familiarize the subject with the
7-point Likert scales used for most questions.
The experimenter read each item aloud to the
subject, w1,3 wrote his answers on his copy
of the questionnaire.

Following completion of the question-
naire, the subjects were paid. Because the
subjects were so young they were not told
that a confederate had heen used. All su:.)-
jects were encouraged to express how they
felt about the teaching experience and were
given assurances that they had performed
successfully in the experiment.

Items with 7-point Likert scales ware
-analyzed using analyses of variance. Three
orthogonal factors, each having two levels,
were used in the analyses: tatee's first-

3
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;'.%ttlitt7 (8V.6r;O:ei
sex of suoect. The firs; -half learning main
effect reveals whether the Mee's initial first-
Fula performAnce (success or i;ailure) resulted
in a significant effect on the dependent mea-
sure. To test for that effect. the conditions

v.hich the sul:ject was successful it the
first halt' (s'.,ccess-success and success-

conditions) were compared to the con-
ditions in which the subject performed poorly
In the first half (failure-success and failure-
failure conditions). Likewise, the main effect
for second-half performance was tested by
comparing conditions in which the subject
performed well in the second half (succeus-
success and failure-success conditions) to
conditions in which the subject performed
poorly in the second half (success-failure and
failure-failure cenditionsl. Ey using this
method of analysis, it was possible to deter-
mine the relative influence of first-half and
second-half performance by tutees on the
attitudes and attributions of tutors at the
conclus-on of the tutoring session.

Results

%tor s Reay.oris Toward Tutee

First, we shall examine the tutor's reac-
tions toward his stu'ent and toward the teach-
ing situation as a function of degree of suc-
cess and pattern of responses exhibited by
the t..:tee. At the completion of the teaching
session, the tutor's reactions were obtained
from. questions evaluating the tutee in the
areas of interpersonal attraction, intellectual

and perceived performance.

Cn cne item the tutor was asked,
'How much did you like your student?" Anal-
ysis of variance snowed a significant main
effect for first-half learning only (F 3.82,

< and no interactions. As can be seen
from the means in the first column of Table I.1,
the t.itor's for the tutee was affected

the ...tee's performance :n the first half of
t:.ta sass :.... As expected, the tutor
:iked the ...tee -etter when he had performed
we.. .7.: the first half than when he had er-

ad the tutee's success or
" .hie second half of the session

different:1::y lf:eot the tutor's !iking
string primacy effect was

!he ...tee's :.:erf.:irmance :n the :nitial
pr .od..ced a differential

effect :r. the tutee's performance
the second ha:f ;f the session did not.

;r::7.1c.... effect can be seen very clearly

in the first column In the bettotn half of
TNI:q0if LI Where, for Clarity-of presentaticin,
the data Are combined according to success
or failure during each half of the secston.

First-half performance was also the only
significant determinant of subjects' responses
to the item, "How much did you enjoy teach-
ing your student?" Subjocts enjoyed teaching
more when their students performed we,1 in
the beginning of the session than when they
were unsuccessful 5.47, p 't .02), regard-
less of subsequent success or failure in second-
half behavior. These data are shown in col-
umn 2 of Table LI.

The item, "How much do you think your
student enjoyed being taught by you?" showed
the same primacy effect. A main effect for
first-half learning (F = 7.65, p < .007) was
the only significant source of variance on the
item. An examination of the means shown in
Table L I (column 3) reveals that subjects
whose tutee performed well during the first
half of the teaching session attributed greater
enjoyment of the session to their tutee than
subjects whose tutee had done poorly in the
first half. Again, second-half performance of
the tutee did not affect the attributions made
by tutors.

-Ability. Attribution made by the tutor
concerning the tutee's ability was assessed
by the question, "How smart was your stu-
dent?" This item resulted in both a fir,lt-
half main effect (F = 16.50, p < .001) arid a
second-half main effect (F = 7.55, p < .007%
but no sex main effect or Interactions. Hays'
(1963) formula to find the strength of an ef-
fect was applied; the first-half main effect
was clearly stronger than the second-half
effect, accounting for twice as much variance
( 1 6ro versus 8CrO) on the item. The condition
means appearing in the fourth column of
Table 1.1 support the earlier findings of a
primacy effect: succe ;s In the first half re-
sulted in attributions of significantly greater
ability than failure in the first half, with
second-half behavior having a somewhat
weaker effect on tutor's attributions.

Pt yeeption o, trice's performance. The
item 'How well did your student do?" was
included in order to obtain the tutor's subjec..
tive estimate of his tutee's performance during
the teaching session. Significant main effects
were found for both first-half learning (F =
1;.72, p < .002) and second-half learning
IF 12.30, p *t. .008). There was no sex ef-
fect, nor were there any interactions. Col-
umn 5 in Table I.1 shows that tutees in the
success-success and success-failure condi-
tions were judged by the tutors to have
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Table 1.1

Mean _Sodres f Tutors' 8eiSpOnieS4

Condition N

Responses About_Self 13esPolises AboutTuteo
111MIIM

Overall
Intelligence Performance

Liking
of Tutee

Lnjoyment
of Tutoring Enjoyment

succeas 6.35 6.85 5.15 5.85 6.a5
Success- failure 20 6.25 6,65 5.45 5.50 5.35
Failure- success 20 5.70 6,10 4.25 5.20 5.20
ail ire- failure 19 5.79 6.42 4,63 4. 32 4.00

First-half success 6.30 6.75 5.30 5.68 5.80
First-half failure 5.74 6.26 4.44 4.77 4.62
Second-half success 6.03 6.48 4.70 5.53 5.73
Second-half failure 6.03 6.54 5,05 4.91 4.69

a
rlign scores indicate more positive responses on a 7-point scale.

Table 1.2

Tutors' Perception of Sequence of Tutee Performance (Percent)

Perceived Condition

Actual Experimental Condition
Success-
Success

Success-
Failure

Failure-
Success

Failure-
Failure

Success- success 808 55 30 11
Success- failure 0 Oa 0 16
Failure- success 20 30 10a 26
Failure - failure 0 15 60 478

(100) (100) (100) (100)

Accurate report.

done :.eater than those in the failure-success
and fail-_:re-failure conditions. Consistent
with ctLer results, first-half perfcrmance
appeared tc somewhat more influential in
deter:-...:n..ng the tutor's perception of the tutee
than second-half performance. A test of the
stren7th the first- and second-half main

.y ays' il,.431 formula snowed that
first-h performance accr)..nted for only
s1:7htly _re :ter variance il6r,) than second -

aif ancie 113-
s incther index -f t-tor's perceptions of

the:: ._tees' performance, t_.tors were asked
which of fo-...r descriptions of per-

fcrrh...ince q.;::ed :heir t...tee: (1) performed
: oth. halve3 of the lesson,

12. pehfcrr- thr:.)...ghout i;oth halves
of the :ess_,n, 131 did well .r, the first half and
poor:;.. in :he second h.aif of the lesson, or

(4) did poorly in the first half and well in the
second half of the lesson. As shown in Table
1.2, subjects differentially perceived the cor-
rect sequence and degree of performance of
their tutee according to experimental condition
( \z = 38,84, p < .01). Subjects in the success-
succcss and failure-failure conditions were
relatively accurate in estimating their tutee's
performance, thouah subjects in the former
condition were considerably more accurate
than subjects in the latter (80A ani
respectively), By contrast, correct identifici-
tion of the tutee's experimental condition was
attained by only two tutors in the failure-
success condition and no one at till in the
success-failure condition. The majority of
sujects in the failure-success condition
erroneously thought the tutee did poorly
throughout the session (60':)), and in the
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Taw() 1,3

M6111 -;gooros -for Tutor. s );;valuation oi 11s Teaohinq
_

CondltiOn ti
Teaching

Perfrmance41
Locus of

Causalityb

SUCCQS3m:ilACCOS6 20 4.90 3.03
20 5.03 3.45

l'All.ae-SUCCOSS 20 4.93 4.00
ra I lure- fa i Lire 19 4.42 3.79

liucce6s x.98 3.25
rist-half failure 4.6k) 3.90
.-Second-half success 3.53

ilf failure 4.74 3.62

. indicate more positive responses
A sc-ile score of 7 indicates the tutor was the more important
d..i,term1n3nt of tutee preference; a score of 1 indicates tutee was
more :r...portant.

on a 7-point scale.

condition most subjects in-
:Lercewed the tutee as Leing success-

.:t the leAs-,n 55'.1. Thus, tutors'
t.eroei..ti,-.in of sec...-ncl-half performance of
t,:tees w.ts distorted in i direction congruent
i.vith the first -:: If o:jective performance.

Tecich,ng

In contrast to res.:Its for items dealing
the t..:tor's reactions co the tutee, no con-

sistent pattern erner3ed concerning the tutor's
of his own performance as a teacher.

rn the :ter.-- "liol.v well did you do as a
te3:7her";" there were no significant differ-
ence.; across conditions. as can *be seen in

:. 3. This :s son-.ewhat surprising since
nf the t:.:tees did vary greatly

acr.--.,ss conditions. In 311 conditions the mean
sc-re for t:-.e evaluation of his teaching

(approximately 5 on
3c lie. %vit.!". 7 indicating "very well").
(:ne was designed to ascertain the

t..: -r' nf the rn-ijor determinant of
h.; erf-N-:-..Incethe tutor's skill as

:ntellectu it a: ility.
!:.1t first- and second-

:. were not .3:Inifiront,
w :3 a effort fnr sex = 4.10.

tlf x second-half x sex
1. = was also present.

e nor t....trs claimed more respon-
t-:tee'3 ;:erforr..ince han males.

r. -f : . ',tenet:on showed !hot
-to nn-ii ;tent

t

failure) to themselves and inconsistent per-
formance (success-failure, failure-success)
to the tutee; male tutors showed the opposite
pattern. The interaction results are quite
complex and not easy to interpret.

In summary, it appears that sequence of
the tutee's performance on a learning task
had significant effects on the tutor's attribu-
tions and attitudes about the tutee but little
systematic impact on the tutor's perceptions
and attributions regarding his own behavior.

Discussion

Results of the present experiment showed
clearly that the sequence of the tutee's suc-
cess or failure on a concept-formation task,
rather than the absolute amount of learning
per se. determined the tutor's attitudes and
attributions about the tutee and about the
tutoring experience. A strong and consistent
primacy effect was found: the tutee's initial
performance exerted a stronger impact than
later performance on several aspects of the
tutor's reactions toward the tutee. including
liking, perception of amount learned, and
attrii,ution of ability. The same primacy ef-
fect was also oi.tained for the tutor's own
enjoyment of the tutoring session.

The primacy result obtained in the present
study is in accord with data from a recent
series of studies conducted ;.:}1 Jones and
GoetIvis i 1971) on the attribution of aillity.
In seven' stud:es they obtained a strono
r:macy effect when an observer made attri;u-

tionS of ,3iality ai.odt a person solving a



series o: problems of homogeneous diffioulty.
Carrent explanations of the primacy effect
avd essentially descriptive statements of the
:a:: served phenomenon: the underlying psycho-
logical procsses are not yet clearly under-
atood. Cur data on recall are consistent with
the hypothesis of 1.0:10.3 and Goethals that
later information is assimilated to an initial
expec:ation. In recalling the sequence of
tutee's performance, tutors tendea to distort
later perforinance (second-half) toward the
direction of earlier performance (first-half).
Thus, for example, the failure-success se-
qi:ence was more often interpreted oy tutors
as failre-failure. Through memory distortion,
later information was assimilated toward the
expectation established by the tutee's initial
performance.

in the present study we obtained the pri-
macy effect across a ::road spectrum of re-
ponsesattribution of ability, perceptions

performance, liking of the tutee, and en-
joyment of tutoring. The primacy effect is
Clearly. not restricted to areas of behavior in
which a staLle disposition (such as ability)
can be -7133...!ned. In previous studies the
primacy effect has been observed for ability
(Jones, Rock, Shaver, Goethals, & Ward, 1968)
an.: for affect or liking (Mettee, 1971). But
in our st-dy we obtained the primacy effect
simultaneously in two areas, cognitive and
affective (liking, tutor's enjoyment, and per-
ceived tutee enjoyment).

Ferformance was the sole aspect of the
tutee's cehavior that varied across experi-
mental conditions; hence, affective responses
could have resulted only from the tutee's per -
formance (or more precisely, from perception
of the performance). All the potential causal
paths for the origins of affective responses
are iepicted in Table 1.4. (We do not think
:t is reasonare to assume the reverse causal
sequence from the basic path shown in Table
1.4. viz., that affective responses precede

of ability.) Although all the rela-
tions shc.J..pn are logically. possible, we do
not :relieve that all are equally likely to occur
in reality.. The first three ca..isal paths in
T. le 1,4 are. we think, the most reasonable

Thl.s, we assume that it is
:-..ost IA.-1y that t.-fective reactions are either
)1! dire.ot -.)f the tutee's performance,
(2, I:T:1:re:. 2-.:nse-.1._.ences iiediated through
atri- a: :Lt...., or (3) indirect effects

): c.. thr-7, 7;1'. the Joint mediation of.- .toll ) : :1;;:rv.; for t..,tee.
:r.terestingly, neither the order of the

perforb.anc.-e nor the absolute amount
of -te:, s_.c.c.ss or ...Lire affected the tutor's
e.r)' ,.-- of the role of teacher.

s.::.:ects were simply rel-ctent to

state publicly. the obvious fact, vie., that in
some cases they apparently had not performed
well as a tutor. A more plausible interpreta-
tion can be offered, however. Our subjects
tended to feel that their performance as a
teacher had little influence on their tutee's
level of learning. On a question asking for
the most important reason for the tutee's per-
formance, means for three of the conditions
fell 'oward the end of the scale indicating
as the reason, "how smart a learner he was."
The condition that should have created greater
feelings of teacher responsibility (failure-
success) had a mean score exactly in the
midpoint of the learner-teacher causality
scale. It appears, then, that our tutors simply
perceived the locus of causality for amoant
of learning as not residing primarily in them-
selves. Remember that our tutors were sixth
graders, whereas adults have been employed
in previous studies. With college subjects
as teachers, stronger attributions of teacher
responsibility in learning situations do occur
(Beckman, 1970; Johnson, Feigenbaum, &
Weiby, 1964). Since tutors in the present
study felt little responsibility for the tutee's
performance, regardless of how well or how
poorly the tutee did (or whatever the sequence
of the learning), it had little influence on the
tutor's evaluation of his performance as a
teacher.

It should be noted that the tutoring situa-
tion used in the present study differs in sev-
eral important ways from the experimental
situation used in most of the studies of Jones
and his colleagues and in other studies that
have found the primacy effect. First of all,
our subjects were not merely observing another
person's behavior; they were actively involved
as teachers of younger children. A tutor has,
of course, some personal stake in the learner's
doing well on the learning task. Other re-
search (Beckman, 1970; Johnson et al., 19641
has found self-enhancement by the teacher to
occur in evaluation of student behavior; this
source of distortion is not present when the
subject merely observes another's behavior.
Self-enhancement of attributions about the
learner should operate to mitigate the primacy
effect in the success-failure condition. sec-
ondly, our sa:-jects were young children (sixth
graders) reporting their impressions about the
ehavior of even younger children Ward

graders). Other studies have typically used
college students as s..::-jects observing ti-o
: ehavior of persons of the same age. In the
case of young children, pro:.,lehts :n attention,
initial learning, and recall might be expected
to red..ce the primacy effect. Fcr example, if
young children were less adept than older
sujects in recalling earlier information, -,ne
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would expect a recency instead of a primacy
effect. All these conditions should operate
in the direction of obliterating the primacy
effect in the present study. The occurrence
of a strong primacy effect on both ability
attributions and affective responses in the
face of adverse circumstances demonstrates
tie generality and the robustness of the phe-
nomenon.

Let us now return to the basic question
with which we began this experiment: Now
does the tutee's performance affect the tutor?
First of all, as predicted, the tutor's attribu-
tions and attitudes concerning the tutee are
not sir.ply .1 matter of the tutee's absolute
anio.:nt of learning regardless of the sequence,
as would : :e predicted by a simple version of
reinforcement theory. Contrary to our predic-
tion, however, the condition that more closely
approximated the role of teacher (initial poor
learning followed by improvement) did not
res..it ::..ore posit:ve responses by the tutor.
Instead, the tutor's attribution of ability,
liking of the tutee, and general reactions to
the tutoring situation were disproportionately
influenced :;y the level of performance exhibited

the tutee early in the session. In conditions
with the same absolute level of learning, the
first half of the session had greater influence
on the tutor's reactions than the second half.

Would the initial performance of the tutee
still exert a disproportionate influence on the

tutor's reactions even if the successful and
unsuccessful learning were separated by the
interval of a few days? Many actual tutoring
programs in the schools are arranged on a
schedule of two or three meetings a week.
The temporal separation might be sufficient
to destroy the initial expectation established
by the tutor. In another study (Study III), we
did separate the two parts of the lesson by an
interval of two days. Results still disclosed
a clear primacy effect, attesting to the strength
and persistence of the tutor's initial expecta-
tions about the tutee.

Implications of present results for the
practical situation of cross-age tutoring in
tne schools are obvious. According to our
results, it is important that the first learning
task be easy enough to ensure that the tutee
exhibits a high level of performance at the
initial stage of the tutoring session. Initial
performance will affect the tutor's attribution
about the tutee's ability, liking of the tutee,
and the tutor's own enjoyment of tutoring.
And the tutor's expectations about the tutee,
as indicated from other research (Rosenthal &
Jacobson, 1968; Rubovits & Maehr, 1971),
may indeed influence the tutee's subsequent
learning. Moreover, the nature of the tutor's
initial reactions to the tutoring situation may
determine how much he will benefit from the
potentially useful experience of teaching a
younger child.

9/10
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Study II
On the Importance of First Impressions:

Attribution of Ability and the Primacy Effect

Recent experimental evidence has shown
that there is a stable and powariul primacy
effect in attribution of ability: early informa-
tion about a stim...ilus person's performance
has a greater impact than later information
'Study I; Tones & Goethals, 1971). The find-
ing of a prh-nacy effect is congruent with more
general research on impression formation
(Anderson, 1465; Asch, 1946). In Asch's par-
adigm, subjects are presented with a list of
adjectives describing a hypothetical person.
Asch (1946) found that words early in the list
have more influence than those that appear
later. According to Asch, subjects reinterpret
the 7'. eanIng of adjectives later in the list in
terms of :he first adjectives they receive,
forming an overall ''Gestalt." Anderson (1965)
interpreted the primacy effect in terms of a
weighted-averaging model of information in-
tegrriticr.. Pe suggested that the meaning of
words in 9 list remains constant, but the
weight given to each word by the subject de-
cre,ises for words nearer the end of the list.
Although th.:.e :s evidence to support a
weighted-averaging process, no explanation
for the effect has been presented.

As Tones and Davis (1965) have pointed
out, :he use of lists of adjectives to describe
persons, 95 :n the work of Anderson and Asch,
rn. : e considered somewhat static pro-
ced.:re :hit does not .,:proxirnate the real-
life -ittri:u:Ionfil process in wnich dispositions
are :nferred ::ehvior. In addition, these
investig7):crs did h)t. :.4ifferent levels or

pf a disposition (such as
1)w fr:endiiness); instead, they

pres:.:nted 3'_.7'eTts with lists con.p.osed of
:7leper/lent .1:3;:os:tions. Thus, a person

:.e descri: ed as cold, inteiligent, and
./e.. different disp-)sitional

which .he s. .ject must trite-

grate. It is difficult, therefore, to extrapolate
directly from the type of procedure used in the
research of Asch and Anderson to the problem
of attribution of ability.

The most extensive work in ability attribu-
tion in behavioral situations has been carried
out by Jones and his colleagues (Jones,
Goethals, Kennington, Severance, 1972;
Jones, Rock, Shaver, Goethals, & Ward, 1968).
In a number of experiments, subjects observed
a stimulus person who attempted to solve a
series of problems supposedly indicative of
intellectual ability. The stimulus person (a
confederate of the experimenter) showed a
pattern of either ascending or descending suc-
cess over the trials; the overall number of
correct answers was the same in both patterns.
In this situation, a primacy effect emerged
consistently: the learner was seen as being
significantly more intelligent arid successful
when ne displayed success on initial trials
(and then declined in performance) than when
he was initially unsuccessful (and then in-
creased in performance). The primacy effect
occurred even though the number of objectively
correct answers was the same in both the
ascending and descending sequence.

Subsequent evidence has confirmed the
generality of the finding of a primacy effect
in ability attributions. For instance, we found
that sixth-grade children attributed greater
success and ability to a third grader when he
initially performed well than when he initially
performed poorlyregardless of subsequent
success or failure 1n the lesson (Study I). Al-
tholigh in a few instances primacy effects in
a:: ility attributions 'nave not been found (Tones

Welsh, 1971; Thompson, 1972), these in-
stances occurred when subjects observed or
participated in game-playing situations with
somewhat unique characteristics. In general,

13



tho.igh, a prim.acy effect in attributions of
has teen found.

zones et al, t1972) suggest that the pri-
macy effect :s due tc a social judgment process

which early success or failare acts as an
nchor, or expectation, and later performance

is assimilated to the initial expectation. This
hyliothesis is _..cased on the assumption that
;_eranns conaider aiility to be a stable

after an initial expectation of suc-
oess esta varLitic as in performance
Ire perceived y suilect.3 as ::eing closer to
the initial anchor than is oi jectively t,ue
: ec.a_se .7,1 assimilation to the anchor. To

ti as hypothesis, ror.es et al. (1972)
:e;ented experimental evidence showing that

jec:s do in fact distort recall in favor of
occ.....n-ences when 3 entity" such

.is assumed.
'if an assimilation process is the major

dete ....... of the primacy effect, then separa-
ti.-.-o of the i..ehavior ae.1...ence into discrete

sho.:Id red...ice or eliminate the ef-
fect. it .s ..nlikely that the primacy effect

across sit...ations that are divided
into discrete units of ! :ehavior
si^e -. is perceived as being truly
..iifferent should produce a new anchor point
to which al:l.sequent behavior will be compared
ind assio.il :ted. Th...s. when an observer per-
2:1-36 I clifferenti ition ::etween early and
:ter : ehavior, a new anchor point should de-

lishin.:.; a new anchor ;:oint should
rest .1. in either an ellianiti!-,n of the primacy

attri: ....ions or, in extreme
cases, :n a recency effer.t.

:nd-rect s.:i..-port for the hypothesis that
effects c:In . e eliminated when two

:-eh .ire somehow differen-
t:..:teci from a of studies. Thibaut

T:oss for instance, found that as-
sin..::ation effects did not occur when subjects
were not forced to make an early cor-,itrnent

pailicu:ar level of ability, Likewise, the
s....chcF..h...sical literature shows that making

re axed s.:ccess:ve 1-dg:rents of Fhysical
sti.. res..Its in contrast effects ---

s s :.. :1 N 1945).
.. e.d r...iking repeated judg-
!: !' :.ehavior eing

.:- -.i:Jcrete .arts rind, is a con-
toe ..)::.erience of a new

; th it an...thing
: ehavior into

:te -3 .11 in eliii.ination of
: expectations.

H .-.- :.-. .:. in
; cle

; e ; intr. discrete sag-
;

The present experiment directly tests
this proposition. Subjects observed a two-
part lesson between a tutor and a tutee. The
tutee performed either consistently well, con-
sistently poorly, started w4.11 in the first part
and then did poorly in the secoiid part, or did
poorly and then wel.. Half the subjects re-
ceived a manipulation designed to break the
two parts of the lesson into discrete behavioral
::nits and thus reduce tendencies to assimilate
to the first expectation. The other subjects
were told that the two parts of the lesson oc-
curred without a separation between them. It
was expected that attributions of ability as-
sessed after an alleged or actual separation
would not show a primacy effect, while a pri-
macy effect was predicted for subjects who
were told the lessor. was uninterrupted.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 57 males and 49 females
in the fifth and sixth grades. Six of these
subjects were omitted from the data analysis
for failure to recall the alleged time difference
between the two parts of the tutoring lesson
they observed.

Procedure

Subjects were told that we were inter-
ested in finding best way to plan tutoring
programs in elementary school. They were
instructed to watch one tutor-tutee pair on
video tape and then to answer some questions
about what they saw.

Subjects were shown a 15-minute video-
taped sequence of a tutoring lesson with a
sixth grader tutoring a third grader. Each
teaching sequence began with the older child
tutoring the younger child in a method of iden-
tifying trapezoids and parallelograms Follow-
ing this brief lesson, the tutor was shown ad-
ministering two sets of exercises to the tutee.
The tutee was presented a series of 12 figures
in each set of exercises and was asked to
identify whether each figure was a trapezoid.

1,7irallelograrn. or neither.
\i ale o: served -I tai_e

t-.:tor- tutee pair: females viewed a fe:: ale dyad.
-;u::!ects o:eerved the video tai.e :n class-
roor.s in groaps of five to eight same-sex
chiidren. Previa:3 rese-arch :a -is shown that

sei ition of 1 71y:Ici
r.f those r.ade ;y

ints :a the sit... ition (Tones et IL.
.h..s. :he ; resell*. ::.ethrid clf 3t3r.n-



t:on ;:_is the Avanteees of gre.iter control
and economy with no loss of sensitivity,

Exper.mental Manipi.Jcitions

The children el the video tape were ac-
v..ialiNi raid confederates. This made it pos-
Aii'le. control the apparent degree and pat-
tern of Ie.irning. Lxparimental manipulations
consisted of varying orthogonally the first-
c:irt performance Isuccess or failure). second-
part performance (3-..:ccess or failure), and

:leged -amount of elapsed time between the
firs And second parts (either none or two days).

First-part performance and second-part
perfor:-.ance were corr*ined factorially to form
the following fo.: sequences; only one se-
q...:ence was ,bosun to each subject.

1. ttt . In this condition,
the t..tee performed well in both the
first Ind second sets of exercises.
The tutee .,nswered correctly on 7 5'e

.3 stions and, to provide
eer:sie..:lit.,..de. erroneously on 2516:,

tne .1.-...estions. The incorrect an-
31.vers were randomly interspersed

the correct responses.
-tailui-t-. This condition is

the converse of the success-success
condIticn: the tutee answered 75";,

the .4uestions incorrectly on both
sets of exercises.

3. Furl trt -s'ec-c s. In this condition,
the tutee. ;.erfornled poorly in the
f.rst set of exercises (identical to
;.erforn...ance :n the first part of the
:1:I-re-failure condition) and success-

in the second set of exercises
:s the sec :nd ;:art of the success-

s..cce.ss condition).
4. 1( . In this condition,

the t..tee answered correctly 75": of
.n the first set of exercises

nd :ncorrect1..675" of the time in
the second set. performance was
Aenti:-.7a: tc that in the first part of
the ccess and second part

the .::,..re conditions.

6. 1::.o.:nt
twe ;.::-ts of ne ex-
.;..:!eCtS viewed

4.. '.old t.!. It
- .rt-ed' .!- ;.-e.::"&:1

4 r

P.!.t!:r

r ;.11.

minutes elapsed between viewing of the les-
son parts.

Dependent Measures and
Method of Analysis

After subjects had viewed both parts of
the lesson, the experimenter administered a
number of questions with 7-point Likert scales
and some forced-choice questions designed
to assess the subjects' perceptions of tutee
perf It-mance. Subjects were asked how well
the tutee did, for attributions of ability and
learning, and for their perception of the locus
of causality for the tutee's performance. Data
from each Likert scale were analyzed in a
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance. The four
factors were tutee's performance on the iirst
part of the lesson (success or failure), tutee's
performance on the second part of the lesson
(success or failure), alleged time between the
two parts of the lesson (none or two days),
and sex of subject.

Results

Attribution of Ability

One item asked subjects for their esti-
mate of the tutee's intelligence. It was ex-
pected that there would be an effect for the
alleged time between lesson parts, with only
those subjects who were told the two parts
were contiguous showing the primacy effect.
Results of an analysis of variance showed
significant effects for first-part performance
(P. = 19.81,p e.001) and for second-part
performance (F = 11.87. p < .001). but there
was no effect for alleged time between lesson
parts or sex of subject. No interactions were
significant.

Examination of the mean scores for this
item, shown in the first column of Table II.1,
reveals that successful performance in each
half led to attribution of greater intelligence
than unsuccessful performance. However,
estimates of magultudus of the first- and
second-part effects, calculated using Hays'
(19(.3) forne...1,. revealed that first-part per-
form ince somewhat more influential in
deteri:enin-, the final ittri.zeion than .-lecond-
:_irt r:rst-c.,)rt performance
irco..nted for of the variance. while

:ic:co:.;nted fc.r I i) .

,); :here was
effect for .1: !lay Attn: ..tions for ,,11

desi..itt2 soii.e chief
...ere W:3 i '.e!:.1.Lor,-11 3epirotion : etween the
two ,rte of t..e lesson.



Ta ble II. I

%lean Scores for Perception of Tutee Performance

Condition

Tutee

Intelligence
Overall

Performance
How Much
Learned

Locus of
Causality°

Success-sucess 5.03 5.38 5.77 4.69
iuccess-fdilure 4.54 4.18 4.86 3.71
I...AIL:re-success 4.38 4.00 5.81 4.42
i ilure-f311:.:re 3.48 2.56 3.04 3.84

First-half success 4.78 4.76 5.30 4.18
First-half fail.,re 3.Sq 3.20 4.30 4.09
Sec-ond-half success 4.78 4.74 5.79 4.58
Secr\nd-half failure 4.04 3.42 4.00 3.77

indicate more positive responses on a 7-point scale.
ers indicate locus is toward tutee.

Perfc: mcmre

!core genera! _T.:estion, "Overall, how
%veil -.11.:1 the student do on both sets of exer-
o'..3es-2" vris designed to assess subjects'
per..7ept:ons of the tutee's performance. This

r..ensured with a 7-point Likert scale,
WAS in-ilyzed 1-y analysts of variance. As on
the ;revious we expected an effect for

between lesson parts, with
only those jects who were told that the

;arts were contiguous showing a pri-
m-1:7y effect. Results on this item also showed
thAt the main effect for time between lesson

I is vris ^ct 3:gn:ficant. No interactions
s.;rlif:cant. There were significant r.lain

affects for !oth. first-half performance ( =
p .".001) and second-half performance

(1; = p .001).
Exar...*.inatvon of the mean scores (Table II.1,

shocvs that for both first- and second-
...e.r.-orrnanc.e, tutees were seen as being

re succ,:essful vinen they performed well
;:erforred poorly. Put first-

:: rt 1.,Jr:-.-Tr- ince w is a more important de-
ter:- jects' perception of success.

:tes the h.. (7.;nit...cles of the effects
1: 1 ; 51 sr.r.:wc.Jd tr. it first-part perform-

f-)r :Ire-iter proportion of
(41:.! thIn -lid second-prt perform-

:h.: 7e :hd:catinr; !hit a primac,.., effect
1:3, tl..,t a reported

ter-, : eteen lessor: ;. Irts had
per-....ept:ons ,f how well

t.F. erf'rh the tute.sos :.ehvior
f.r.st .1-.e lesson (success or

failure) did disproportionately influence per-
ception.of overall performance.

Learning

The item asking, "Overall, how much did
the student learn?" resulted in attributions
largely contradicting results of questions on
performance. Although there was again no
effect for the time separation manipulation,
second-half performance was a greater de-
terminant overall of the attribution of learning
than first-part performance. The main effects
were significant for both first-part performance
IF = 13.07. p e .001) and second-half perform-
ance (I' = 41.40. p e .001). but second-half
performance accounted for almost three times
as much variance (29ro) as first-part perform-
ance (11T0). A significant interaction also was
found between first- and second-part perform-
ance (P = 11.26, p e .001). Examination of
the means showed that subjects attributed
approximately the same amount of learning to
tutees who performed well throughout the les-
son (success-success) as to those who began
poorly and then did well (fdilure-saccess).
Tutees who performed poorly in the second half
were seen as learning less than those wno had
succeeded in the second Ilf; the lowest at-
triiution of amount learned was in the fail,:re-
f iilure condition. In sum, the results for per-
ception of amount learned indicated 1 recency
effect: hehavinr in the second prirt of tht
lesson was the main determinant of assess-
r...ent of how much the tutee had learned.



Locus of Causality

One of the questions asked whether the
tutee or the tutor was the more important de-
terminant of the performance of the tutee.
There was only one significant main effect
for second-part learning (F = 6.84, p < .01).
As shown in the fourth column of Table 11.1,
tutees who performed well in the second part
were seen as more influential than the teacher
in determining their success, while perform-
ance of tutees who did poorly was blamed
more on the tutor. There were also two three-
way interactions: a first part x second part x
sex interaction (1 = 5.80, p < .02) and a sec-
ond part x time between lesson parts x sex
interaction = 8.33, p < .005). Male subjects
saw a variable sequence of performance (suc-
cess-failure or failure-success) as caused
more by the tutor than the tutee. Females
viewed the tutee as more responsible for his
success :n the ascending (failure-success)
condition when the lesson parts were contigu-
ous, tut they viewed the tutor as more influ-
ential in the ascending condition when the
lesson parts were separated. Results for this
item are complex, and a psychologically mean-
ingful nterpretation is not obvious.

Suz.,!ects were also asked to identify which
of four 1:...;sible causes was most responsible
for the t.:cee's performance: intelligence of
the tutee, amount of effort exerted, difficulty
of the lesson, and luck. There was no differ-
ence :n perceived reason for tutee performance
::etween subjects who were told the lesson
parts were contiguous and those who were
told the second part was delayed, as mea-
sured by chi-square tests performed for each
tutee performance sequer ce. Table 11.2 shows
the reasons subjects gave in each performance

sequence, collapsed over the time separation
variable. The frequency of the most important
reason for tutee performance varied signifi-
cantly across conditions (xa = 20.20, p < .025).
Almost all subjects in the success-success
condition (88%) attributed the tutee's success
to the effort he put into the task. Most sub-
jects in the success-failure condition (64%)
also thought the tutee's performance was due
to how hard he tried, but a number also thought
it was due to how smart he was (14%) or how
hard the lesson was (22%). In the failure-
success and failure-failure conditions, most
subjects again chose effort as the major de-
terminant of tutee performance (69% and 48%,
respectively), but the other choices received
some support from subjects in each of these
two conditions. It appears from Table 11.2
that, overall, most subjects thought the most
important determinant of tutee performance was
how hard he triedhis effort.

Recall of Performance Sequence

Subjects were asked to state whether the
tutee shown on the video tape had performed
well throughout the two parts of the lesson,
performed poorly in both parts of the lesson,
started well and then did poorly, or began
poorly and then did well. Subjects' perceptions
of performance sequence showed no difference
according to whether the two parts of the les-
son were contiguous or separated by a period
of two days. Table 11.3 shows the percentage
of subjects in each condition reporting a par-
ticular performance sequence, collapsed across
the two time conditions. Perceived sequence
of performance varied significantly across
conditions (x2 = 139.5, p < .001). Overall,

Table 11.2

%lost Important Reason Given for Tutee Performance (Percent)

Tutee's
Intelligence

Tutee's
Effort

Task
Difficulty Chance

S.:ccess- s 12 88 0 0 (100)
14 (.4 22 0 (100)

1:1..re-3 _:ccess 13 69 (; (100)
17 48 13 22 (100)

17



Table 11.3

Subjects' Perceptions of Sequence of Tutee Performance (Percent)

Perceived C.-ondition

Actual Experimental Condition
Success -
Success

Success-
Failure

Failure-
Success

Failure-
Failure

Success-success 58a 14 10 8
Success-failure 12 79a 0 0

Fa:lure-success 15 4 71a 0

Fa:lure-failure 15 4 19 92a

(100) (101) (100) (100)

a.ncourate report.

su:ects were accurate in their report,
with most subjects correctly identifying the
sequence of performance they actually ob-
seved. Ir. the success-failure and failure-
3...ccess conditions there was some distortion,
suggestive of an a3S1Mllation tendency. Four-
teen percent of the subjects in the success-
:a:lure condition recalled that the tutee per-
formed well throughout; 19'0 of the subjects
:n the fail..ire-success condition viewed the
tutee as doing poorly in both parts. Yet, in
Goth these conditions over 70'0 of the subjects
perceived the actual sequence correctly; dis-
tortion of recall occurred for relatively few

Discussion

:.e recalled that we expected that
ihfcr:r-3 subjects of a temporal separation
:-.et,.ceen parts of the lesson would result in
the elirr.in.ation of the primacy effect in ability

The results yielded no support
for thls 'hypothesis. however. There were no
systemat:c differences between the conditions
in whir::: the parts were contiguous and those

there was a two-day separation be-
tween. .E:33ort parts; both cases the primacy

en.-.er7ed on tne items asking
the t_..te.e i.erformed and how intelli-

ht s.
i_reient s..: lest th explana-

t..-r..3 the effect upon as-
d:stort:on of memory,
7.1y :.e

71..7 s... correctly tr, identify
: the particy.lar se-

had ict...111, :.een
d:stnrtion. Like-

how rn...:ch

the tutee learned argue against a generalized
tendency to distort or discount later perform-
ance. It will be recalled that there was a
recency effect on this one particular item.
Apparently, subjects are attending to what
occurs throughout the experiment.

The locus of causality perceived by sub-
jects for the performance of the tutee was
highly specific to condition, with wide varia-
tions according to sex of subject, performance
sequence, and alleged time between lesson
parts. However, results on the item assessing
the most important reason for the tutee's suc-
cess suggest that the tutee's internal motiva-
tion is viewed by most subjects as being
crucial to his performance. Most subjects
identified how hard the tutee tried as the
major determinant of his success or failure.
This raises the possibility that subjects in-
ferred that changes in performance in the
success-failure condition were due to tutees
becoming bored and hence not trying as hard,
which might result in a primacy effect in abil-
ity attribution. It is hard to understand how
this explanation would hold for the converse
condition (failure-success), however.

Data from this experiment show that the
primacy effect in attribution of ability oc-
curred despite the alleged two-day period
between first- and second-part performance.
At least two reasons may suggested for
this result. It is possible that the assimila-
tion hypothesis. which is Ater all only a
descriptive statement, is inaccurate. C..:r data
showing the relatively accurate assessment
of performance suggest n different and some-
what more p rsunonio::s hypothesis: perhaps

i.ehavior is regarded as the most veridi-
c.il indicator of underlying ai.rlity, with later
: ehavior not assimilated to early expectations
:..;t simply regarded less valid evidence



than earlier behavior. Thus, there is no dis-
tortion of memory involved; rather, there is
differential weighting given to early behavior
in the determination of the final attribution of
a:ility. 7i course, this is mere speculation
on cur part.

A second, and perhaps more plausible,
hypothesis for explaining the lack of differ-
ence between the contiguous and two-day de-
lay conditions assumes that the assimilation
hypothesis is correct. The lack of effect may
have been caused by an insufficient differen-

between the first and second parts of
.esson. In order for the initial expectation

to be broken, it may be necessary to provide
subjects with a stronger demonstration of the
temporal difference between lesson parts for
assimilative tendencies based on initial per-
formance to be overcome. Although all sub-
jects included in the data analysis success-
fully recalled the alleged time interval be-
tween lesson parts, we cannot rule out the
possibility that this factor was not sufficient-
ly emphasized. In another experiment (Study
III) we tested this last possibility by ensuring
that the time differential between lesson parts
was made salient to the subjects.

19
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Study 111
On the Impertance of First Impressions:

Further Research on Attribution of Ability
and the Primacy Effect I

As tutoring of children by other children
:r.,-N2.1ses :n frequency and popularity in school

it h:is :ecome critically important to
SySteM:ltiC theoretical understand-

cf Scc .31 and educational processes
involved in the ttor-tutee relationship. One

Int question concerns the way in which
the tut-,r f.7::rrns :ittributions of ability about
: IS

re,nforcement theory and role theory
;:r diet that the relative degrees of success
And flilure of the tutee will affect the tutor's
Ittri:utions with successful stu-
da'.ts :eing judged more a: le and intelligent
than ..ns.iccessful ones. Although we con-
firmed this hypothesis in a recent study
I.-it...Ay Ii. it was also found that inconsistent
e.rfc;:m.incetutees started well and then

did ;:oorly or F.ierformed in the opposite se-
resulted in the somewhat unex-

pected finding of a primacy effect. Tutees
who were successful in the first half of the
lesson and then did poorly were seen as be-
ing r!.ore capable than those who began poorly
and then did well, even ..,ough the absolute

bier oi. successful responses was identical
in ; oth b.onditions. Thus, attribution of ability

determined primarily r,y initial perform-
I :rnprovement or decrement had

:lit!: Is a illy considered a
ex:I in ition for such

.ff..7t :s the tutor :assimilates liter
fifty to rrJlke it conform to

::.;;;ect Incy of success or failure
d !Ay iT ne ciooth,f1s, 19711. if

:re3ented it

' -)f the Americ
3.

this is the case, one way of eliminating the
primacy effect would be to cognitively differ-
entiate later performance from early perform-
ance. We carried out a study to directly test
this proposition t Study II). Subjects observed
a two-part lesson between a tutor and a tutee.
The tutee performed either consistently well,
consistently poorly, started well in the first
part and then did poorly in the second part,
or did poorly and then well. Some subjects
received a manipulation designed to break
the two parts of the lesson into discrete be-
havioral units; they were informed that the
second part of the lesson that they were to
observe had actually occurred two days fol-
lowing the first part. Although these subjects
observed both parts at one sitting, it was ex-
pected that such a cognitive differentiation
between the two parts of the lesson would
tend to eliminate the primacy effect. How-
ever, results from the experiment yielded no
support for this hypt.thesis. A primacy effect
emerged on items assessing percepticns of
the tutee's intelligence and his performance;
early success was a more important deter-
minant of subjects' assessments than later
performance.

In addition, there emerged some direct
evidence against an explanation of the primacy
effect based upon assimilation processes.
Most subjects were able to identify the par-
ticular sequence of performance they had ob-
served without any sort of distortion. Appar-
ently, subjects were closely attending to the
tutee'3 performance throughout the experiment.
We would hav :a.:nd distortion of second-
part performancenot accurate recallif
.;.::.!ects were assimilating later performance
to an earliei expectation. 7,osillts or a q,:(23-
t:.-)n .isidno how m:ch the tutee /curni-dIlso
is ;-. ts tendency tom, d:strrt

2.3



aspects of later performance; on this one
particular item, a recency effect occurred. Of
course, results for this item must be viewed
cautiously since this was the only exception
to the pervasive pattern of primacy effects
found in the experiment.

The most plausible hypothesis for explain-
ing the lack of elimination of the primacy ef-
fect in Study II is that the nature of the dif-
ferentiation between the first and second parts
of the lesson might have been weak or uncon-
vincing. To render the initial expectation in-
operative, it may be necessary to produce a
stronger differentiation between lesson parts
than we produced by informing the subjects
of the temporal separation. Although all sub-
jects successfully recalled the time interval
supposedly existing between lesson parts,
we cannot rulil out the, possibility that the
difference between parts was not made salient.
The present experiment tests this possibility
by ensuring that the time differentiation be-
tween lesson parts is emphasized strongly
enough so that the two parts of the lesson are
clearly perceived as two discrete segments of
behavior.

In the present study, subjects actually
observed the second part of the lesson two
days after the first part. It was reasonable to
assume that the initial anchoring expectation
held by the subject would not be applied to
second-part performance since the passage of
time would produce the perception that the
second part of the lesson constituted a dis-
crete behavioral unit. We thought that would
enhance the subject's adoption of a new
anchor based upon the tutee's performance in
the second part of the lesson. It is unlikely
that the separate nature of the lesson parts
could made more obvious. In addition, we
expected that the simple passage of time
would weaken the memory of any performance
expect Ition derived from first-part success,
thus :ncreasing the impact of second-part
performance. For these reasons, then, it was
predicted that after the lapse of a two-day
period between lesson parts, the subjects'
ettrib....ti.ons of and performance would
not reveal 9 primacy effect.

Method

Sub,ecs

5i ma !f.'s Ind 45 ferr.ales
.:-. ;rides. 3ix of these
3.. w-re front. the data

f t- t:-.e dependent rrea -

Procedure

Subjects were told that we were inter-
ested in finding the best way to plan tutoring
programs in elementary school. They were
instructed to watch one tutor-tutee pair on
video tape and then to answer some questions
about what they saw.

Subjects were shown a 15-minute video-
taped sequence of a tutoring lesson with a
sixth grader tutoring a third grader. Each
teaching sequence began with the older child
tutoring the younger child in a method of iden-
tifying trapezoids and parallelograms. Follow-
ing this brief lesson, the tutor was snown ad-
ministering two sets of exercises to the tutee.
The tutee was presented a series of 12 figures
in each set of exercises and was asked to
identify whether each figure was a trapezoid,
a parallelogram, or neither.

Male subjects observed a tape of a male
tutor-tutee pair; females viewed a female
dyad. Subjects observed the video tape in
classrooms in groups of five to eight same-
sex children. Previous research has shown
that observation of a dyad results in attribu-
tions of ability equivalent to those made by
actual participants in the situation (Jones,
Rock, Shaver, Goethals, & Ward, 1968); thus,
the present method of observation has the ad-
vantage of greater control and economy with
no loss of sensitivity.

Experimental Manipulations

The children in the video tape were ac-
tually paid confederates. This made it pos-
sible to control the apparent degree and pat-
tern of learning. Experimental manipulations
consisted of varying orthogonally the first-
part performance (success or failure), second-
part performance (success or failure), and
amount of elapsed time between the viewing
of the first and second parts by the subject
(either two days or none).

First-part performance and second-part
performance were combined factorially to form
the following four sequences; only one se-
quence was shown to each subject.

1. Success-success. In this condition.
the tutee performed well in both the
first and second sets of exercises.
The tutee answered correctly on 75r.
of the questions and, to prov'de veri-
similitude, erroneously on 25':- cf the
questions. The incorrect answers
were randomly interspersed among
the correct responses.



2. Failure- failure, This condition is
converse of the success-success
condition; the tutee answered15% of
the questions incorrectly on both sets
of exercises.

3. Failuresuccess. In this condition,
the tutee performed poorly in the first
set of exercises (identical to perform-
ance in the first part of the failure-
failure condition) and successfully in
the second set of exercises (as in the
second part of the success-success
condition).

4. Success-failure. In this condition,
the tutee answered correctly 7 Vo of
the time in the first set of exercises
and incorrectly 75% of the time in the
second set. Ferformance was identi-
cal to that in the first part of the
success-success and second part of
the failure-failure conditions.

The manipulation of the alleged amount of
ime elapsed between the two parts of the ex-

ercises occurred after the subjects had viewed
the first part. Some subjects were told that
the two parts had actually occurred contigu-
ously; these subjects then viewed the second
part. The other subjects were told that the
second part occurred two days after the first;
these subjects viewed the second part two
days later.

Dependen! Measures and
Method of Analysis

After the subjects had viewed both parts
of the lesson, the experimenter administered
a n.: niter of questions using 7-point Likert
scales lrid sore forced-choice questions de-
signed to assess the subjects' perceptions of
tutee performance. Subjects were asked to
assess how well the tutee did and for attri-
:.:utions of ability aiid learning. Data from
each Likert scale were analyzed in a 2 x 2 x
2 x 2 analysis of variance. The four factors
were tutee's performance on the first part of
the lesson (success or failure), tutee's per-
fnrrn.-in:.-.2 on the second part of the lesson

nlleged time between the
twn iris of the lesson (none or two days),

rd sex s-ciect.

Results

o Aiodity

:terns
concern:n-3 the One

question asked how intelligent the tutee was
in general, and the other asked how smart he
was on the particular type of lesson he was
given. Both items yielded basically equivalent
results.

On the item assessing the tutee's intel-
ligence, there was no significant effect for
alleged time between lesson parts; i.e.,
whether the subjects viewed the parts of the
lesson together or separated by a two-day
period made no difference in their ability
attributions. Main effects occurred for first-
part performance (1.' = 18.61, p < .001) and
for second part performance (F = 5.28, p < .02).
There was also a significant time between
lesson parts x sex interaction (F = 6.31,
p < .01). Male subjects rated the tutee as
more intelligent when the two parts of the les-
son were viewed together than when they were
separated by two days; female subjects showed
the opposite pattern.

Examination of overall mean scores in
column 1 of Table 111.1 shows that for both
first- and second-half performance, tutees
were viewed as being more intelligent when
they performed well than when they performed
poorly. However, from the estimates of the
strengths of the main effects. calculated
using Hays' (1963) formula, it is clear that
performance in the first part of the lesson
accounted for a much greater amount of vari-
ance than second-part performance (16n and
4%, respectively). Thus, there was a primacy
effect for ability attributions: first-part suc-
cess or failure was more influential in deter-
mining the final attribution than second-part
success or failure. The lack of a main effect
for the time between lesson parts indicates
that the primacy effect occurred even when
some subjects saw the second part of the les-
son two days after the first part.

On the item asking how smart the tutee
was in these particular types of exercises,
there was, again, no effect for time between
lesson parts. (These data are shown in the
second column of Table III.1.) However, main
effects were found for first-part performance
(F = 35.74, p < .001) and for second-part per-
formance (F = 6.57, p < .01). As on the pre-
vious item, good performance led to attribu-
tions of greater intelligence in the exercises,
but first-part performance was more influential
(accounting for 27`10 of the variance) than
second-part performance (accounting for only

of the variance). Thus, the primacy effect
was manifested again. A significant first-part
performance x sex interaction was also found
(F = 5.87, p < .02); the difference between
3ood and poor performance in the first part of
the lesson was somewhat more marked for
male than for female subjects.
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Table III.1

Mean Scores for Perception of Tutee Performance

Tuteeb

C-2ndi:icn
Intelli-
gence

How Smart
on This
Exercise

Overall
Perform-

once
flow Much
Learned

Locus of
CausalityC

How Well
Tutor Didi)

S...ccess-J_ccess (2.11 5.42 5.19 5.92 5.7 3 3.73 6.27
(2311 5.00 4.87 4.91 5.30 4.04 6.48

Fr.;...re-s.:ccess (22)-1 4,64 4,18 3.95 4.37 5.91
F (2.30 4.16 3.40 3.,a2 4.68 3.84 5. 56

irst-half S'...CCeSi 5, 22 5.04 5.45 5. 53 3.88 6.37
4.38 3.77 3.72 5.06 4.09 5.72

.-k,cond-h aif s-ccess 5.06 4.7 3 5.02 5.62 4.02 6.11
4.56 4.10 4.19 4.98 3.94 6.00

er of s:.::..)ects individual
nurnDe.rs indicate more positive responses

Ind:cate locus is toward t,;tee.

:tams assessing attribution of
essent:ally the same result --a

effect. Separating the lesson parts
had no s:gn:ficant effect on the primacy phe-
nemenon; even when the second part of the
exerc:se was viewed two days after the first
part. ;erfe:-th-tnr..e :n the first part determined
the made. a'co,:t the tutee.

i-:%.,!crr,-,ance

as'ced to complete an item
13k:h-.; r--...vve:: :he t....:tee had done. Results

cf variance showed main ef-
fects first-part performance (F = 58.7 3,
p < ^d fcr second-part performance

= :C.43. p < .0021. rr.ere was also tame
:essc.,,r. parts x sex interaction IF =

; hie s_.:::jects recalled more
7 rfc:-r:-.-Ince when the lesson parts. when they were sep-

3.r.r.)wed the opposite
ern.

:n col:.irrn 3 of
:. perform ince

: t-en3 ..otter performance
rfr Put estimates

two main effects showed
,rrr.-inc w is much more in-

'-e 38 of the varianc.-.,
; erf-irrn ic facco's.ntel f

..ietermining
-f -h., .:tee performed.

on a 7-point scale.

Thus, a primacy effect emerged in subjects'
overall assessments of tutee performance.

Learning

One item assessed how much the tutee
learned overall. As in the previous items,
the main effect for time between lesson parts
was not significant. The main effect for
second-part performance was significant (F =
5.11,p < .03), wnile the effect for first-part
performance was not significant. Overall,
subjects vie led tutees who performed well in
he second part as having learned more than

those who performed poorly, with first-part
performance having little effect (column 4 of
Table III.1). For this particular item, then,
there was a recency effect, corroborating the
results for this item in Stuoy II.

Significant interactions also appeared on
the question asking how much the tutee had
learned overall. A time between lesson parts x
.1ex interaction (F = 9.94, p < .0021 indicated
:hit male subjects thought the tutee learned
mote when the lesson parts were cOntiguous
than when they were separated, :..ut the pattern
mris reversed for females. A second-part per-
fel-mance x time :;etween lesson parts x sex
interaction = 3.81. p .05i was also found.
Vale sui.jects who viewed the two parts of
the less:an together rated s,..Hects who per-
formed well in the second part as le.irnin.j

jhtly less than those sui jects who per-
;.00rly in the .:eond ;. art. For jects



Table 111.2

Most Important Reason Given for Tutee Performance (Percent)

Condition
Tutee' s

Intelligence
Tutee's
Mort

Task
Difficulty Chance

Success-success 19 77 4 0 (100)
Success-failure 22 70 9 0 (101)
Failure-success 14 59 27 0 (100)
Failure-failure 8 76 8 8 (100)

Mean across
conditions 16 71 12 2 (101)

in 3ther conditions this relationship was re-
versed, :Is wold be expected.

Overall, then, there was a recency effect
for s-..bjects' assessments of how much the
tutee learned; performance on the second part
of the lesson primarily determined the sub-
jects' ratings of the amount the tutee learned.

Locus of Causality

On the item asking whether the locus of
causality for the tutee'.3 success resided in
the tutor ur tutee. the only significant effect
was on the interaction of first-part perform-
ance x second-part performance x sex (F =

, p < .021. Nlaie subjects attributed con-
sistent performance (success-success or
failure-failurei more to the tutor's behavior
ana inconsistent performance (success-failure
and faiiure.-success) to the tutee, while fe-
mal subjects showed tne opposite trend.
Mean scores for this :tern, are in column 5 of

One question attempted to assess what
subjects considered to be the most important
reason for the tutee's performance. Subjects
were asked to decide which of four factors
(how smart the tutee was, how hard he tried,
tha diffic_Ity of the exercises, or luck) was

,:redor.-::nant cause of the tutee's success,
:Th.-sq...are tests showed that there was no

::: the distrib_tion of the reasons
3._...:eo.ts who viewed the les-

w:th a two-day interval.
test showed that the

relsons did not differ signifi-
cint'.. across tr.E., sequences of tutee
performance k \2 = i Y.c3, p = .20). As can re
se.en :7.1.2. most sucects 1711') felt
that !h.? ...tae s 7.ffort wac., the most important

for h:s success. rr-lch sr filler num-

ber (16A) felt that the intelligence of the tutee
was the major determinant of his performance,
while 12% of the subjects thought task diffi-
culty was most important. Only 2% of the
subjects cited luck as the major reason for
tutee success.

Tutor Success

Subjects were asked to assess how well
the tutor did as a teacher. Only one signifi-
cant main effect emergedfor first-part per-
formance (F = 6.51, p < .01). In conditions
where the tutee performed well in the first
part of the lesson exercises, the tutor was
seen as doing well; when the tutee performed
poorly in the first part, the tutor was seen as
doing poorly (Table 111.1, column 6). Subse-
quent success or failure in the second part
of the lesson did not have a significant effect
on the subject's attribution of tutor success,
and there was no effect due to separating the
lesson parts by two days._ We thus find a pri-
macy effect in attributions of ability regarding
tutor success or failure that is equivalent to
the primacy effect in attributions regarding
the tutee.

Recall of Performance Sequence

Another question was designed to obtain
the subjects' specific impressions of the se-
quence of tutee performance. Subjects were
asked to indicate whether the tutee had per-
formed well throughout, performed poorly
throughout, started well and then did poorly,
or started poorly and then did well. On this
item there was no difference due to separating
the lesson parts. A significant difference was
found in perceived condition according to the
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su::jects' actual experimental condition (\2
p < .01). As can be seen in Table 111.3,

most gublects correctly identified the se-
Theience they actually observed. The subjects
viewing the success - success sequence of
tutee performance were the most accurate;
be:4J of tne subjects were correct. subjects
in :ne failure-success condition were also
fairly accurate; d2/.) were correct. Most
subjects in the success-failure condition
(69/0) were correct, although 13% of the
su:.lects thought they had viewed a sequence
in which the tutee had performed well in both
parts. This is a distortion suggesting a pri-
macy effect. In the failure-failure condition,
56', of the subjects were correct, while 20(7,-;)
felt the tutee had performed in a success-
success sequence and another ZO'0 thought
he had performed in a failure- success se-
quence. Taken as a whole, though, results
on this question seem to indicate that sub-
jects were fairly accurate in their assessment
of the sequence of tutee performance.

Discussion

It was hypothesized that breaking a les-
son into two discrete units would eliminate
the primacy effect usually found in ability
attributions. We separated the first half of
the lesson from the second by two days. Al-
though there were some second- and third-
order interactions relating to the time sep-
aration, there were no systematic results in-
dicating an elimination of the primacy effect.
Attributions of ability were mainly determined
by performancesuccess or failurein the
first part of the lesson; performance in the
second ;:art ad little influence on oi:,servers'

rating of overall performance,
ire i:.11:ty ttrii.:.:tion, was not affected by

the tr..o-day period :.etween lesso.s. parts.
ercoption of how well the tutee performed

was due primarily to first-part success, with
subsequent performance having a much smaller
influence.

The present date do not provide support
our hi...pothesis that a temporal differentia-

et,...ioen two p:.!rts of a lesson w:11
effect. Cn qrounds of mern-

11-cc, onn rni-Jht expected
. -se ,-c. s:,1,:jeCts

: ;.erformance
soc.:ind-; irt ;_erfe*..rmance, thus otter.-

eff9ct. Yet, this was not
:n.tii! i.erform'ince emerged as the

.,tear...... in*, of jects' responses
.f t. . 'w -d p3riod :.etween

r. .3 we did net
.ff : f.: : in oertor:::-

ff it,. tile 1-r :n1.)Cy

fect. This seems rather unlikely, however,
since subjects observed the second-part be-
havior after the lapse of two days. It is also
possible, of course, that two days is too small
a period of time to produce a clear cognitive
differentiation. If the amount of time between
initial and later performance were increased,
the likelihood of a primacy effect occurring
would undoubtedly eventually decrease.

Some of our data suggest that assimila-
tion may not be an adequate mechanism to ex-
plain the primacy effect in the present ex-
periment. First, subjects did not display a
generalized primacy effect, as would be ex-
pected if recall of performance were assimi-
lated toward initial expectation. Rather, sub-
jects appeared to be highly discriminating in
responding to the various items on the de-
pendent measure. On the item concerning the
amount the tutee learned during the lesson, a
recency effect was obtained. Subjects per-
ceived that more learning had occurred when
the tutee succeeded in the second part than
when he performed poorly in the second part;
there was no differential effect of perceived
learning due to the tutee's first-part perform-
ance. Since this result was also found in an
earlier study (Study II), it does not seem to
be a mere chance occurrence.

There is more direct evidence that ques-
tions the assimilation explanation of the pri-
macy effect in the present study. On the ques-
tion asking for subjects' perceptions of the
pattern of tutee performance, little distortion
was found. Most subjects were able to recall
the precise sequence of the tutee's success
and failure. We would not expect such ac-
curate recall if subjects were distorting sec-
ond-part performance to conform to an expec-
tation formed earlier. It is noticeable that
when distortion of recall did occur (Table
subjects distorted their memory of performance
more often in the direction opposite the initial
expectation.

Taken together, results )n the items con-
cerning degree of learning a.-id explicit per-
formance sequence cast doubt on the assump-
tion of a generalized tendency to distort
second-part performance to ccnform with
first-part expectations. Hence, assimilation
ma': not im a satisfactory explanation for the
primacy effect found in the present study.

It is clear th:it edrly performance con-
tributes disproportionately to attributions of

and perceptions of performance. Ap-
parently, individuals apply differential weight-
ing to various portions of performance in
forming aLility attrii;utions. Yet, this remains
merely descriptive statement. The underlying
psychological mechanisms must discovered
n nrder to understand morn satisfactorily the

prirn,:y effect.



Table 111.3

Subjects' Perceptions of Sequence of Tutee Performance (Percent)

Actual Experimental Condition
erceived

Condition
Success-
Success

Success-
Failure

railure-
Success

Failure -
Failure

Success-success ht4a 13 14 20
Succ:ess-f,iilure 4 69d 0 4

FaiL;re-success 4 9 s2a 20
4 9 4 56a

1100) (100) 100) (100)

Accur,ite rer.ort.

29 If
/.3C
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Study IV
Attribution of Ability: An Unexpected Recency Effect

The. finding that early performance is a
more :nflential determinant of attribution of
ability than later performance is well-estab-
lished (Jones Goethals, 1971). We found,
for instance, that sixth-grade tutors made
attributions of ability about their tutees which
were primarily debendent upon early perform-
ance; later performance had only a slight ef-
fe,:t on the attribution (Study I). Thus, tutees
who were successful in the first half of a
lesson and then did poorly were seen as be-
ing more capable than those who began poorly
and then did well, even though the absolute
number of successful responses was identical

cots. conditions.
The finding of a primacy effect in ability

attributions :s consistent with earlier work
in person perception. Asch (1946) found that
s.: !ects given a list of adjectives to describe
a person (e.g., intelligent, skillful, indus-
trious. determined, practical, cautious), placed
greater emphasis on information earlier in the
l :s: than on information that came later. Ac-
cording Asch's explanation, the primacy
effect :s caused by subjects' modifying the
act...al meaning of the words at the end of the
list to conform to a Gestalt formed from the
initial adjectives. More recent work in in-
f,:Trriation processing (Anderson, 1965) has led
to a somewhat different explanation. Ander-
son 7.-ontencis that the actual meanings of the
words remain unchanged throughout a series.

differ.:ntial weighting :s given to the words
:cording to their position in a list; earlier
words are given greater weight than those

: ter, However, the hypotheses of
1,46) and Anderson (1965) are

descr1;:tions and do not fully ex-
21:h the ;.-sychlogical processes involved
:h ;*.rirnac..y effect in ability attributions.

Asz.h and Anderson also dif-
s:gh:ficant way from research on

ability attribution. In the personal,:.,- impres-
sion studies, traits are varied along man,'
discrete dimensions; in contrast, research on
ability attribution has been concerned only
with the unidimensional trait of ability.

The most satisfactory explanation for the
primacy effect in ability attribution has been
suggested by Jones, Goethals, Kennington and
Severance (1972). They argue that in the case
of attributions of stable traits such as ability,
early performaace. sets up an initial expecta-
tion or anchor io which later changes in per-
formence Fre Assimilated. Assimilation pre-
sumably occurs throual a process of memory
distortion; later performance is recalled as
more consistent with early performance than
is objectively true.

If assimilation is the process through
which later performance is distorted, then one
way of eliminating the primacy effect is to
ensure that individuals can accurately recall
the pattern of performance. Preventing the
development of an early expectation and dis-
tortion in memory of later performance should
eliminate the primacy effect. Different patterns
of performance should result in equivalent
ability attributions as long as the absolute
degree of success is identical. Thus, given
an equal amount of success overall, an ascend-
ing performance pattern should be judged as
indicative of the same underlying ability as
a descending performance pattern.

Experiment 1

The first experiment tests the hypothesis
that an individual's awareness of actual per-
formance (without the possibility of memory
distortion) will eliminate the primacy effect
in attribution of ability. In this experiment
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subjects were shown a graphical chart of the
sequence of a person's performance on a series
of items from a concept-formation task. Since
the complete performance sequence was ex-
plicitly provided, there was no possibility for
the occurrence of assimilation through memory
distortion of later performance. Given these
conditions, it was predicted that the primacy
effect in attribution would be eliminated
and that. instead, the subject's judgment would
not be influenced by sequence of the observed
performance.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 46 male and 32 female un-
dergraduates enrolled in an introductory psy-
chology class. They received class credit for
participation. All subjects completed the
.questionnaire together at a single sitting in

classroom.

Procedure

The instructions on the short question-
naire that subjects received stated that they
would be seeing a chart showing the perform-
ance of a third-grade tutee who was tested
on identification of the concept of trapezoid
by his fifth-grade tutor. The chart showed
whether the tutee answered correctly or in-
correctly on each of the 28 items of the test.
It was made clear to subjects that trapezoid
identification is an appropriate task for a
third grader and that the tutor had done an
adeq :ate !o:; in teaching the concept. It was

stressed that each of the items in the
test was of equal difficulty.

Each s...1:ject was shown one of four
ch:irts of the tutee's performance (Figure IV.1).
The sequence and number of correct answers
on the test were experimentally manipulated

form t:-.e following four experimental con-
dlt:ons:

1. In this condition,
the wis s;ccessful throughout

r, : nth the first and sec-
test the tutee an-

11 the 14 items cor-
;..,.:rposes of

Inswers were
;espouses., those were

:hter 0.hro..:-;ho...t the test.
Thi3 condition was

of

f:,. In.Awered ?2

34

out of 28 items incorrectly; only six
interspersed throU0hout the

test, were correct responses.
3. Failure-success. In this condition,

the tutee did poorly in the first half
of the test and well in the second
half. The performance sequence was
identical to that in the first half of
the failure-failure condition and the
second half of the success-success
condition.

4. Success-failure. In this condition,
the tutee did well in the first half of
the test and poorly in the second half
of the test. The performance se-
quence was identical to that in the
first half of the success-success
condition and the last half of the
failure-failure condition.

Dependent Measures and
Method of Analysis

Subjects were asked to complete two
questions with 7-point Likert scales regard-
ing the tutee's performance: (1) "How well
did the student do?" and (2) "How intelligent
is the child on this kind of exercise?" Data
from the two Likert scales were analyzed
using a 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance. The
three orthogonal factors were first-half per-
formance on the test (success or failure),
second-half performance (success or failure),
and sex of subject. Subjects could refer to
the chart of the tutee's performance which ap-
peared on the previous page of the question-
naire while completing the two Likert scales.
Subjects also were asked in an open-ended
question to describe the reason for the tutee's
success.

Results

Analysis of variance on the item, "How
well did the student do?" disclosed main ef-
fects for both first-half performance (F = 18.13,
p < .001) and second-half performance (F =
47.52, p < .001). As shown in the first column
of TaLle IV. 1, tutees were seen as doing better
when they mid° more correct responses in the
first half of the exercises than when they did
poorly; likewiso, tutees were perceived as
more successful when they appeared to do
well in the second half than when they did
poorly. However, Hays' (1963) procedure for
determining the strength of an experimental
effect showed that second-half performance
acco..mtc..,d for more variance 148''',) than first-
1.11f 1.,erformanco ). Thus, there was



First Example

b

First Example

C

First Example

First Example

Last Example

Last Example

01 Correct Answer

E Incorrect Answer

Last Example

Last Example

7.1. C;rqi:;.icalre.presentltion f t.teo performanceExperiment I.
s :ccess fail....re-faiLre condition;

condition; ird i. s..:ccess-faiLre condition.
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Table IV.1

Mean Scorers for Perception of Tutee Performancexperiment 1a

Condition2
How Well
Tutee Did

How Intelli-
gent Tutee Is

Success-success (14) 5.57 5.07
Success-failure (25) 3.92 4.12
Fa ilure-success (20) 4.55 4.60
Fa:lure-failure (19) 2.84 3.16

First-half success 4.51 4.46
First-half failure 3.71 3.89
Second-half success 4.97 4.79
Second-half failure 3.45 3.70

:eelner numr....er indicates more positive responses on a 7-point scale.
'Num: ers in parentheses indicate number of subjects in individual
cells.

recency effect: second -hllf performance was
more influent:1'. than first-half performance

determining subjects' assessments of how
well the tutee had performed.

A significlet r. ;Ur. effect for sex of sub-
ject cv.as also found on the item assessing
r.ow well tne ....tee had perforrrted ( = 5,09,
p < .031. Female su;.)ects tended to give more
positive the tutee than male sub-
jects did. si;:nifibant interactions were
found.

:-.Ths.-lts for the :tem asking for subjects'
attr::....n-ens of on the lesson ("How

:s the. st.:cient -en this kind of ex-
reveiled the s ire I..)ttern as on

the pree:.-3 :tem. There were main effects
f:rst-r.nif ;..erform-.nce = 11.93, p < .001),

for p-rformance 32.46, p <
fer sex of sui.ject 6.70, p <

... :erections were significant. Exami-
h-1::::: of the meins (column 2 of Table IV.1)
3r.:7;%`:3 *.h1t s..r:cessf...1 performance in the
..r s: :n more positive attrftutions

;..erf.-.rn.rincf:? and that suc-
....;sf.: 1.e:1-form-Ince led to 7reett.....i.

ns 7: :htei:17enc..2thin unsuccessful
:ne. :be si4nific:Int

fernalo
:her r than male sub-

:ehc tne tutee.
item, subjects' sec-

;.erform ance tv :s more important
,.erfsr.-::-:nce in determining th,.

:r.::1`..:01Ce.: out the
-f the stre.r,:ths of the main

: second-i. trt
: f):- 32.*. of the

3,

ance and first-part performance accounted for
12ra of the variance. Thus, there was again
a clear recency effect in the ability attribu-
tions.

Open-ended responses to the question
asking, "Can you think of any reasons for the
student's performance?" were content ana-
lyzed. Responses were coded into five cate-
gories of causes for the tutee's performance:
the tutor's adequacy, attentional and motiva-
tional factors, tutee's ability and understand-
ing, tutee's confidence or anxiety, and other
factors. Table IV.2 shows the percentage of
responses given for each category according
to condition. A chi-square test showed that
the reasons cited for the cause of tutee per-
formance did not differ significantly according
to condition ( = 15.43, p < .25). Most sub-
jects felt that tutee performance was caused
either by attentional or motivational factors
(32-rfl or the tutee's underlying ability or
understanding (34r0). Only 12"0 of the sub-
jects thought performance was caused by the
tutor's behavior; thought that the tutee's
confidence or anxiety was important. Fifteen
percent of the su:jects cited some other fac-
tor es einq critical to the tutee's performance.

Discussion

It was expected that providing subjects
with a complete record of an individual's per-
formence over time, thereby preventing mem-
ory distortion, would eliminate the primacy
effect 1:5;:lly found in research on attribution
of ility. The hyv)thesis wis confirmed:



Table IV.2

Reasons Given for Tutee Performance by Condition (Percent)Experiment 1 11

Reason

Condition
.1

Total
Across

Conditions
Success-
Success

Success-
Failure

Failure-
Success

Failure-
Failure

ittrii. ;tes 15 9 7 18 12

Attnti-Dr. PlOtiVqlon
t..tee 43 22 29 32

Dr ..nderstanding
30 34 37 32 34

-)r anxiety
2 15 12 7

( 30 12 19 9 15

Tot 11 11001 ( 100) ( 1 00 ) ( 1 0 0 ) (10U)

perform_Ince w.is less infLiential
thin 3ecc,nzi-i.irt i..erfomance in determining

.:.se ;.ent :!it;: attri:..ution. Thus, instead
effect, recency effect was

t
eliminati7,:..-If the primacy effect

w stren.:th of the second-half
erf,..Irrn ,nce ::n:n -ffect somewhat sur-

E:r:.;in C n ;nth dependent ;::es.:res (how
w1! ,erformecl, .1r.d how intelligent

, secDn-t-h.11: perfor::.nce accounted
:3 rr..:ch ine is first-half per-
if first- Ind second-half perform-

:h.:- :ted ill./ in determining
tor.. the strengths of the two

ive ipproximately
the ai--.;:eafs that when memory
f:,:tDrs a recency effect re-
s s.

.ri;=.,weci the finding of a recency
;ff.::t replication

w .-...-nd..ct;;d. We thou iht the results
77- : snrie )synersy of
:- :: itt.--,rns or the

-:!vtm to suLjects
'..11(`YF.00tf?d, 1

'.v: Cr!1'i..Cti2(1 in in it-
f::I.dir.-;.;; (>1 Experiril.)nt. I.

Everiment 2

t:)
- ;. th tt

study, sixth-grade tutors actually taught third-
grade tutees; the Lutees were confederates
who performed in a prescribed sequence of
successes and failures. In the original study,
a strong primacy effect in ability attributions
was found. In the present experiment, a care-
ful description of the situation- of the original
study was given to subjects. Subjects then
viewed a graphical representation of one of
the exact sequences of performance displayed

tutee in the earlier study, thus allowing
a direct comparison between results of the
present experiment and those of Study I. It
w.as expected, as in Experiment 1, that the
primacy effect in attributions of ability would
not occur when the entire performance se-
quence was made available to the-subjects.

Method

Subjects

:;:iijects were 1 1 5 males enrolled in In
introd.:ctory i:::iychology class. Each
ritceived cl iss credit for completing the :it:es-
t ionn-tire. All questionnaires were answei
It the sa-.e tir..e in a large elas:;reom.

Procedure

As in 1:xl..,n;'init.?tt 1 , subjects received a
;:ef

1:; r-los(,1.. -13 I..0;;:i1; 1' t11(.
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.:erimental situation in which a sixth-grade
tutor actually taught a third-wade titete (Study l).
Instr.:Actions were as followz4;

We are interested in gett.ng your
rea.:tions to the results A i tutoring
session in wlitel*. a fifth-grade child
tutored a third grader on how to iden-
tify a trapezoid. It was known that
identification of trapezoids is appro-
priate for third greders-neither too
hard nor too easy for the child to learn.

Cn the following page is a chart
ef the younger child's performance on
a set of exercises which were given to
him immediately following an adequate
'O-reenute teaching session. During
tne exercises, the younger child 1..as
.shown a series of figures and asked
whether or not each figure was a trape-
zoid. Each of the f :g..res in the exer-
cises was of eq.ual difficulty. The fol-
lowing chart show: which examples the
third grader answered correctly and
which he answered incorrectly. The
chart, of course, reads from left to
right, with the first example in the
exercises on the left and the last
example in the exercises on the right.

You will note that the halfway
point to the exercises is marked with
an arrow. At this point the fifth-grade
tutor i.:riefly reviewed the rules of

identification for the third
gr ader.

Please leak a: the chart carefully.
After looking at the chart, answer the

uestions that follow it.

Following the descript:on of the tutoring
sess:on. eic.. s.:::.!ect was shown one of four

_..tee performance iFigure IV.2). The
patterns of correct and incorrect responses

to those displayed .ey the tutee
I. The charts showed

:re fc:::w.r.; four experimental conditions:

3-

S(coct -3.icrt .3s. The tutee per-
fnrn..d or. 'cot:: th,:, first and
second halves of the test. He ar.-
sv:.ered o..t. of 12 :terns correctly
cr. each half of the 24-item test. To

the an-
:nr...oirrectly on 3:x items inter-

:est.
. In cfor,thtion.

:1.d
of :esson. .;nswered

24 .r.c'7.):-:,.;ctly. This con-
the csr.v.:_.rse. of .o_

oond.t:on.

3. Puibirt.-succvss. In this condition,
the tutee.did poorly in the first half
of the lesson jidentidal performance
in they first half of the failure-failure
condition) and well in the second
half (as in the last half of the suc-
cess-success condition),

4, sucss-aiture. In this condition,
the tutee's responses were the same
as those in the first half of the suc-
cess-success condition and the sec-
ond half of the failure-failure condi-
tion.

The four sequences were equivalent to the
four conditions used in Experiment 1. But be-
ca.,.:se of the arrow indicating the halfway point
in the exercises (at which time the tutor sup-
posedly reviewed the rules of tra.)ezoid iden-
tification), any difference in success between
the first and second halves of the lessen was
made more conspicuous than in the earlier
experiment, The graphical representations also
differed from those in Experiment 1 ir. that
there were four fewer trials in this experiment.

Dependent Measures and
Method of Analysis

Subjects were asked to complete two 7-
point Likert scales regare ng the tutee's per-
formance: "How well did the student do?"
and "How intelligent is the student on this
kind of exercise?" The Likert-scale items
were analyzed by analysis of variance. There
were two orthogonal factors: tutee's perform-
ance on the first part of the lesson (success
or failures and his performance on the second
part of the lesson (success or failure). Sub-
jects also were asked to respond to an open-
ended questio . asking the reason for the
tutee's performance.

Results

Cn the item asking how well the tutee
had performed, the only significant effect in
the analysis of variance was for second-half
performance (F = 39.15, p < .001). First-half
performance did not approach significances
and the interaction also was not significant.
Examination of the means shown in Table IV. 3
reveals that *.:tees succeeded in the sec-
and half of the lesson were seen as perform-

ch than those who performed
poorly in the second half. First-half perform-
ance had little effect on subjects' assess -
ments of performance.

The question asking about intelligence



First Example

First Example

C

First Example

Halfway Point

11 1
Halfway Point

First Example

I
Last Example

Last Example

Halfway Point

Halfway

Last Example

Point Last Example

F2 Correct Answer

Incorrect Answer

:-(_:i.,r,123entition of ierforminc:2Experiment 2.
Jonnti.):1: conjition;

111.:r.- .;, .:, :1 SUC:.:L'SS -failure conjition.
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Table IV.3

Mean Scores for Perception of Tutee Performance--,Experiment 2a

Condition"
How Well
Tutee Did

How Intelli-
gent Tutee Is

Success-success (32) 4.72 4.41
Success-failure (28) 3.61 3.93
Failure-success (27) 4.93 4.89
Failure-failure (28) 3.18 3.57

First-half success 4.20 4.18
First-half failure 4.03 4.21
Second-half success 4.81 4.62
Second-half failure 3.39 3.75

a Higher numbers indicate more positive responses on a 7-point scale.
I:Numbers in parentheses indicate number of subjects in individual
cells.

Table IV.4

Reasons Given for Tutee Performance by Condition (Percent) Experiment 2

Condition
Success-
Success

Success-
Failure

Failure-
Success

Failure-
Failure

Tutor attributes 18 13 20 29

Attention or motivation
of tutee 16 39 8 22

Ability or understanding
of tutee 20 34 41 20

Conf:dence or anxiety
of tutee 7 6 8 0

Cther 39 8 23 29

Total (100) (100) (100) (100)

cf :he tutee revealed a significant main effect
second-half performance (F = 17.00, p <

. JG1.. .T'no first-half performance effect again
w rot si:;nificant. There was a significant

:etween first- and second -half
(P' = 3.r46, h ' .06). Again, sec-

perforr.9rice w:s the main determinant
:ntelligence; first-half per-

'.r`le. effect (T-3:_.le IV.3). In-
:he. significant interaction was

s..:ijects' judging tutees in the
--ess condition as being even more
than :.:tees in the success-success
Cver,111, a strong recency effect

4;

was found on both items concerning percep-
tions of tutee performance; these results are
consistent with the data from Experiment 1.

A content analysis of subjects' explana-
tions for the tutee's performance showed that
the reasons given depended upon the tutee's
amount and pattern of success (kz = 21.62,
p < .05), Table IV.4 presents the reasons
cited by subjects in each of the four condi-
tions. The tutor's behavior was the reason
cited most often for the tutee's performance
in the failure-failure condition; consistent
poor performance was thought to be more a
function of the tutor than in other conditions.



In the success-success condition, however,
the tutee's Eibility and understanding was cited
as the most important determinant of perform-
ance. In the success-failure condition, atten-
tion and motivation were the most frequent
explanations of tutee performance; most sub-
jects thought that the tutee had either stopped
trying or had grown bored by the second half
of the lesson. In the converse sequence
failure-success), most subjects thought that

tutee's ability or understanding was respon-
sible for his performance.

Discussion

In Experiment 2, a strong recency effect
was found both for attribution of ability and
for perception of performance. No significant
primacy effect was disclosed. Thus, the re-
sults were consistent with the direction of
findings in Experiment 1. The weak effect for
early performance found in Experiment 1 did
not appear at all in Experiment 2. and a recency
effect even stronger than observed in Experi-
ment 1 was revealed. Subjects' judgments
were influenced by how well the tutee did in
the last part of the lesson, but performance in
t : :e first part had little impact on their judg-
ments. Cur data very strongly indicate that
under conditions of the present experiments,
the primacy effect normally found in attribu-
tion of ability is eliminated and a strong re-
cency effect occurs instead.

In Experiment 2, an atteinpt was made to
replicate conceptually an earlier study (Study I)

which a strong primacy effect was found by
describing the procedure of that experiment
precisely and completely to the subject. Study I
and the present experiment differed most im-
portantly, of course, in that subjects actually
served as tutors in the earlier study but only
ohserved the tutee's performance in the present
study. Actual participation as a tutor in the
lesson should rot be crucial to the production
of the primacy effect, however, since the pri-
macy effect was found when subjects merely
watched a video-taped film of a tutoring ses-
sion (Jones et al., 1972. i

It would seer. that the critical difference
between the present two experiments and

studies that obtained a primacy effect
resides in the clear accessibility to subjects
of the entire sequence of the tutee's perform-
ance. Whe.r. 3 person observes another's per -
formance on a tria1-by-trial basis, by the end
of the sequence recollection of the performer's
i:e.nevior h'.ey not be entirely accurate. Jones
et al. ,1"-!72) suggest that under such condi-
tions the rherhory of the !earner's performance

:ater stages may *be distorted and assimi-

lated toward the expectation established by
the initial performance. In observing a learner's
performance trial by trial, the subject may en-
gage in a complex information-processing op-
eration of constantly checking the performance
on each trial against earlier behavior, attempt-
ing to remember the pattern of performance up
to that point in time, and testing tentative hy-
potheses about the performer's underlying
ability.

By contrast, in the present studies the
entire sequence of the performer's behavior
from beginning to end of the learning session
was available for the subject to inc., 4ct at
any given point in time. This procedure differs
in two ways from the trial-by-trial observation
characteristic of studies that have obtained a
primacy effect. First, as we discussed earlier,
accessibility of the total pattern of the learner's
behavior prevents the usual distortion of mem-
ory that Jones et al. (1972) hypothesize is
responsible for the primacy effect. Second,
the subject is not forced to engage in informa-
tion processing and hypotheses testing on a
trial-by-trial basis. An initial expectation
should be established only when one observes
the learner on a sequential basis. It thus ap-
pears that there are two processes responsible
for the primacy effect: establishment of an
initial expectation and memory distortion of
later performance. It is reasonable to believe
that both processes are eliminated when the
subject is shown the learner's entire perform-
ance sequence at a single time.

From the above analysis, it is clear why
we did not obtain a primacy effect. But why
was a recency effect found in the present two
experiments? We suggest that when complete
information about a learner's performance is
available, the subject tends to assume that
the last phase of performance is most indica-
tive of the degree of mastery of the material
and of the learner's underlying ability. Thus,
when shown an entire sequence of performance
observers in the present experiment chose
latest performance as most representative of
the stimulus person's success.

The present findings should reduce con-
cern about the real-life implications of the
primacy effect found in attributions of ability.
According to present data, a primacy effect
will not appear if the cumulative record of a
person's performance is available. Our data
indicate that when the entire sequence of per-
formance is present, the attribution of ability
is more strongly affected by most recent per-
formance than earlier performance. Certainly,
then, under such conditions the fear of biased
effects from forming first impressions based
on early performance is not as serious a prob-
lem as earlier findings suggest.
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